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Falling Up
Ascent in Electronic Dance Music
ABSTRACT This article investigates melodic figures and harmonic sequences that miraculously only step

up to illuminate an aesthetic lineage that connects gospel to electronic dance music. It argues that the
synth-risers and ever-opening filters of contemporary euphoric rave music like happy-hardcore and
uplifting-trance find precedence in compositional devices that made their way into funk/soul and disco/
garage from Black gospel music, and that these gospel inventions were derived from the Afro-diasporic
ring-shout. Cognitive linguistic and psychoacoustic theories premise an analytical framework for musical
representations of endless ascent. Through close readings of representative recordings—a 1927
Pentecostal sermon by Reverend Sister Mary Nelson, James Cleveland’s “Peace Be Still,” Chic’s “Le
Freak,” Trussel’s “Love Injection,” and DJ Hixxy’s remix of Paradise’s “I See the Light”—the article
examines various historical intersections with parlour music, European art music, and modal jazz, and
suggests that musical ascent has a non-causal but, nevertheless, objective relationship with a type of
spiritual transcendence.
KEYWORDS electronic dance music, gospel, analysis, transcendence, conceptual metaphor

INTRODUCTION

From the ear-tweaking knob-twistings of acid house and gut-tingling!hair-raising filter
sweeps of trance-techno, to the pitched-up vocals of happy-hardcore and the synth-risers
of stadium-trance, euphoric rave music is replete with gestures that only step up. This
musical illogic of mono-directional motion is not only expressed melodically but harmonically and rhythmically as well, and tends to be presented as a process that extends
over unexpectedly long formal sections, impossibly never crossing the upper limit of
perceptibility, eliciting a feeling of endlessness. Its prevalence may at first seem selfexplanatory: it makes sense that a music designed to be danced to all night should
endlessly ascend. But why?
It will be shown below that this type of endless ascent first emerged in gospel as
a derivation of the Afro-diasporic ring-shout, and was continued subsequently in soul
and funk, disco and garage, trance and eurodance, and other forms of electronic dance
music. In constructing this argument, I use cognitive linguistic theory to ask the question
“why up?” concluding that the metaphor “the pitch went up” isn’t only a way that we talk
about music after the fact, but also how we conceptually represent it non-linguistically in
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real time. This leads to the question, “How can something go only up?” A discussion
follows presenting the Shepard tone as an audio-perceptual phenomenon of disorientation, and as a musical form that is paradoxically both finite and infinite. I argue that,
insofar as it seems to defy the laws of gravity and point to a place beyond the hearable, this
unwavering mono-directional motion is a conceptual frame for transcendent experience.
From this theoretical ground I present a sequence of musical analyses focused on representative recordings of gospel, funk, disco, trance, and happy-hardcore, historically tracing
endless ascent from slave religion to rave music of the present.

ORIENTATION

If I were to sing for you a C4 followed by a D4, and you were to describe that sequence as
“going up,” you would be speaking metaphorically. I would not need to change the
vertical position of my body to produce the relative difference in pitch, and neither
would you have to move your head up to hear the D4. We English speakers use the
concept of verticality not only to talk about individual musical pitches but also to
conceive musical images like contours, gestures, chords, and polyphony. And we’re not
the only ones who think this way; all modern European languages use verticality to
metaphorically describe relative differences in pitch. But this particular metaphor almost
completely disappears outside modern Europe. Alternatives to high/low include light/
heavy (the Kpelle people in Liberia), sharp/heavy (ancient Greek), small/large (Bali and
Java), young/old (the Suya people of the Amazon basin), weak/strong (the Bashi of
central Africa), and thin/thick (Farsi), to name just a few.1
Sarah Dolscheild et al.2 conducted a series of experiments designed to test pitch
perception in Dutch speakers, who describe pitches as haag (high) or laag (low), and
Farsi speakers, who use nāzok (thin) or koloft (thick). Participants listened to a single tone
while viewing an accompanying image of either a horizontal line varying in vertical
placement or a vertical line varying in thickness. After each pitch-line pairing, the participant attempted to sing the pitch just heard. The researchers were looking for the
extent to which the visual information interfered with the perception of pitch. They
found that vertical visual information confused Dutch speakers while thickness did not,
vice versa for Farsi speakers, and that verbal interference did not affect the rate of error. It
would seem that we don’t just speak metaphorically in reference to pitch, our nonlinguistic representations of pitch are also space!pitch mappings.
Next, the researchers tested the participants’ ability to learn new metaphors. Dutch
speakers were taught the thin/thick metaphor and Farsi speakers the high/low, and each
reproduced the results originally associated with their non-native language. This correlates
1. Richard Ashley, “Musical Pitch Space Across Modalities: Spatial and Other Mappings Through Language and
Culture,” Proceedings of the 8 th International Conference on Music Perception and Cognition (August 2004), 6471.
Lawrence Zbikowski, “Metaphor and Music Theory: Reflections on Cognitive Science,” Music Theory Online 4:1
(1998).
2. Sarah Dolscheild, Shakila Shayan, Asifa Majid, and Daniel Casasanto, “The Thickness of Musical Pitch:
Psychophysical Evidence for Linguistic Relativity,” Psychological Science 24(5) (May 2013): 61321.
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with research the authors cite demonstrating that prelinguistic infants have been found to
respond equally to pitch¼verticality and pitch¼thickness.3 After finding that Dutch
speakers could not be trained high¼thick/low¼thin, the authors conclude that “using
verbal height or thickness metaphors strengthened either the height-pitch or the
thickness-pitch mapping in participants’ memories, consequently weakening the alternative mapping as a result of some form of competitive learning.”4 In other words, there are
a limited number of alternative space!pitch mappings that form in humans prelinguistically, our culture chooses one for us and strengthens it at the expense of the others.
We could apply the same conclusions about dominant metaphors and language acquisition in individuals to entire cultures. As the sharp/heavy ancient Greek metaphor
mentioned above demonstrates, European languages did not always map verticality onto
pitch. The up/down metaphor does not appear in the West until around the time that
musicians developed ways to notate polyphonic compositions.5 If Dolscheild et al. are
correct, European musicians of the ninth century didn’t learn a metaphor from scratch as
a result of a new technology. Rather, musical notation was possible because the metaphor
already existed in individual musicians’ conceptual systems, and its historical emergence
strengthened a particular conceptual mapping while weakening others in an entire culture
of people.
The Dolscheild study is part of a large body of empirical research testing the theories
advanced by cognitive linguists who treat language as data representing cognitive patterns
in our nonlinguistic conceptual background. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson argue that
the conceptual system that underlies all human perception is metaphorically structured.
In most cases, this involves mapping embodied knowledge gathered from physical experience onto something less physical. This does not mean that physical experience is more
basic than, or determinant of, other types of experience whether those be mental, emotional, or cultural. Rather, physical experience tends to be more delineated, and therefore
it is more useful in metaphorically structuring the less delineable.6 This embodied physical
experience is further defined by Johnson as image schemata:
[F]or us to have meaningful connected experiences that we can comprehend and
reason about, there must be pattern and order to our actions, perceptions, and
conceptions. A schema is a recurrent pattern, shape, and regularity in, or of, these ongoing
ordering activities. These patterns emerge as meaningful structures for us chiefly at the
level of our bodily movements through space, our manipulation of objects, and our
perceptual interactions.7

3. Ibid., 618.
4. Ibid., 619.
5. Lawrence M. Zbikowski, Conceptualizing Music: Cognitive Structure, Theory, and Analysis (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2002), 72. Albert S. Bregman, Auditory Scene Analysis: The Perceptual Organization of Sound
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994), 456.
6. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003)
7. Mark Johnson, The Body in the Mind: The Bodily Basis of Meaning, Imagination, and Reason (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1987), 29.
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In other words, from our prelinguistic infantile beginnings up to our present we are
continually incorporating patterns we perceive in our physically immediate world and
combining those patterns into larger structures of understanding. We pattern gravity into
the UP -DOWN ORIENTATION image schema, which is then used to metaphorically structure pitch; that is, if we speak a modern European language.
This mapping isn’t arbitrary, nor is it a simple A!B relation. It must bring order to
our “actions, perceptions, and conceptions” at once. While acknowledging the cultural
differences between space!pitch metaphors, Lawrence Zbikowski observes that
[W]hen we make low sounds, our chest resonates; when we make high sounds, our
chest no longer resonates in the same way, and the source of the sound seems located
nearer our head. The “up” and “down” of musical pitch thus correlate with the spatial
“up” and “down”—the vertical orientation—of our bodies.8

Zbikowski isn’t arguing that the western conception makes more sense, rather that it
makes sense as one mapping of the experience of our resonating body onto the resultant
sound bouncing around our environment. I argue that the Farsi conception makes just as
much sense: our chests are thicker than our heads; our larynx rises as we sing higher, but
also our vocal cords tighten—the correlate of becoming thin.
To be clear, the voice in this case is not the schema. Rather, voice is an experience that
tends to highlight certain basic correlations between structures sampled from experience
in general, and these correlations give rise to metaphorical projections in both the
linguistic and nonlinguistic realms of understanding. For example, a correlation between
the physical effort required to sing higher and that required to lift an object is itself
a correlation of UP -DOWN , CONTAINER , FORCE -COUNTERFORCE , and OBJECT schemata
at least, and this is just one of many schematic networks that the voice can initiate. In this
sense, voice is both a glue that holds reality together and a mode through which reality
can modulate, and music can be a repeatable remapping of correlations between action,
perception, and conception. In fact, this remapping process often underlies narratives of
musical experience as extraordinary.
In her ethnography of British women ravers, Maria Pini argues for a co-determinant
interpretation of the relationship between dancer and MDMA in the enactment of the
ecstatic moment of rave, dubbing this network “the mind/body/spirit/technology
assemblage.”9 She observes that “many women stressed that they often ‘raved’ without
using the drug [ecstasy]”10, leading her to theorize that the components of the assemblage
are not “causing” the experience. Rather, the embodied experience itself should be understood as another component of this “machinery.”
Simply walking through the door of a rave event, or simply ‘popping’ a particular pill,
in no way guarantees access to the experiential world into which these women want to
8. Zbikowski, Conceptualizing Music, 69.
9. Maria Pini, “Cyborgs, Nomads, and the Raving Feminine,” in Dance and the City, ed. Helen Thomas
(London: Pelgrave, 1997), 123.
10. Ibid.
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FIGURE 1.

Jane’s “ecstatic moment of rave.”

trip. The raving state of ecstatic ‘freedom’ must be actively brought into being and
maintained—and frequently this involves struggle.11

Pini emphasizes that the women she interviewed were doing something, rather than
something being done to them by chemicals and/or music. This something is structured
by a striving for and maintenance of a “peak” experience that is overwhelmingly described
in terms of expansion, fluidity, and wholeness. Take for example the following excerpt
from one of Pini’s interviewees narrating the ecstatic moment of rave:
“Although you’re aware of yourself, you’re in something bigger than yourself. And you
can just spread out and—especially when you’re on ‘e’—your boundaries are just so
stretched out, it isn’t you anymore, it’s a whole thing.” (Jane)12

This quote is governed by the SELF IS CONTAINER metaphor. Common linguistic formations of this metaphor are “I was beside myself,” “they spaced out, “I’m tripping,” etc.
Throughout the narrative, “you” refers to the subject. The “stretching” describes a process,
metaphorically understood as motion, where the relation between subject and self is
inverted (fig. 1), transposing “you” into “it.”
What Jane describes is what Judith Becker calls trancing. In her theory of music and
trance states, she argues that reality is a dynamic and co-determinant interrelationship
between subject, physical environment, and social milieu, and that trance is “an embodied
enactment happening within and because of dense cultural networks of knowing and
feeling.”13 Like Johnson’s image schemata, this knowledge and emotion is emergent
and accumulative. Trance states objectively exist as a patterning of actions, emotions,
and interpretations into scripts, much like Pini’s assemblage. All trancers, regardless of
culture, “have developed habits of mind and body in response to specific musical events.
These habits are acquired throughout our life experiences of interaction with others in
similar situations.”14 Our PITCH IS VERTICAL ORIENTATION metaphor is one such habit.
The fact that it operates in our nonlinguistic background, however, does not mean that
11. Maria Pini, Club Cultures and Female Subjectivity: The Move from Home to House, (New York: Pelgrave,
2001), 176.
12. Ibid., 161
13. Judith Becker, Deep Listeners: Music, Emotion, and Trancing, (Bloomington, IN: University of Indiana Press,
2004), 37.
14. Ibid., 85.
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an ascending melody can trigger a trance state. According to Becker, we use particular
sounds for their physiological and musical properties to enact trance states shaped and
sustained by both mind and body, biology and culture.
The following section explores how this motion as described by Jane correlates with
the Shepard tone in particular and music that only steps up in general. It is my intention
to reveal modes through which endlessly ascending music might participate in this
narrative of transcendental transposition. I do not argue that music causes these psychological/spiritual states. Instead, I treat Jane’s narrative and ascending music as fragments
of one of Becker’s trancing scripts. I say “fragments” because the script involves the entire
experience of raving, including the music, lights, dancing, drugs, even the time spent
changing outfits before going out. The metaphorical conceptions of motion in the two
fragments reinforce one another as they interface with the larger script, and, in doing so,
compound confirmation that this extraordinary experience is happening.

DISORIENTATION

The Shepard tone is commonly understood to be a sound that only goes up, but to the
designers of the tone it was just that: an individual tone . . . sort of. Roger Shepard,
a psychologist, and V. A. Matthews, a computer programmer, developed it at Bell Labs
in 1964 to investigate the human process of conceiving relationships of scale.15 The tone
is composed of ten sinusoids each spaced an octave apart passed through a low-Q
bandpass filter attenuated so that the listener should hear the collection as a single tone
with an organ-like timbre. In other words, even though the two middle sinusoids would
be relatively the same in volume, listeners would, in their cognitive background, “choose”
one as the fundamental frequency. Sounding a sequence of more than one of these tones
through the same static filter enabled the researchers to observe this unconscious choice,
concluding that it was governed by the proximity principle. For example, if you were to
hear a sequence of two Shepard tones, the second one mechanically played a minor sixth
higher, chances are strong that you would hear it as a major third lower. This is no
different than looking at a line of twelve light bulbs with only one lit and conceptualizing
the location of the lit bulb as four from the right rather than eight from the left. An
unexpected discovery of these experiments was that cycling the tone through an octave
chromatically upward would manifest the sensation of endless ascent. This sensation is
what would become known popularly as the Shepard tone. To maintain this historical
complexity, I will throughout refer to the cognitive phenomenon of sound that impossibly only steps up as the Shepard effect.
Here’s how musicians orchestrate the Shepard effect. Three voices ascend chromatically in parallel octaves. They each traverse the same range of three or more octaves before
jumping down to the bottom of the range and repeating the ascent. Each is inaudible at
the bottom of its pitch range, crescendos to its loudest in the middle, before
15. Roger N. Shepard, “Circularity in Judgments of Relative Pitch,” The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America 36 (December 1964): 2346353.
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decrescendoing to inaudible at the top. Due to these volume envelopes, we never hear the
reset-signifying sound of the discrete three octave leap down. Meanwhile, the process of
interlocking repetition obfuscates where any one melodic line begins or ends. The result is
a scale that goes up and never comes down.
The Shepard effect is disorienting to western listeners because it defies the logic of our
vertical orientation schema. We should be careful while applying Shepard’s findings,
however, because in music verticality isn’t as simple as “what goes up must come down.”
Victor Zuckerkandl philosophically argues that musical “tones are not transcendent in
respect to space as such but to the space in which bodies or objects have locations,”16 and
musical space doesn’t contain objects but motions. When we hear a melody, we don’t
hear a sequence of pitches, we hear a sequence of the relative spaces between them. This is
why you can transpose the melody of “Singing in the Rain” by a tritone and still hear it as
“Singing in the Rain.” Of course, transposing the same melody by an octave is not as
strong a demonstration of this point:
When, during a tonal motion, a dynamic quality is reached in which the quality of the
starting tone is repeated [an octave higher as a result of scaler motion], the course, in so
far as it is motion, has returned to its starting point. In this sense the point of departure
and the point of arrival of the scale, 1 and 8, are the same. In so far as the scale is
motion, it returns upon itself; in so far as it does not return upon itself, it is not motion.
The fact that I leave my house by daylight and return to it at night can in no way affect
the fact of my return.17

A listener who, while listening to tonal music, feels a “return home” in the moment of
arrival at scale degree 1/8 also feels the octave parsed into seven total scale degrees, each
associated with particular tendencies of motion. This intra-octave hierarchy is a vital
component in producing the feeling of “home,” and the mutually reinforcing inter-octave
circuit between 1 and 8. In the case of the Shepard effect, there is motion, but there is no
home to leave or return to. It is a paradox: a formless form, simultaneously finite and
infinite. This is what makes the experience so disorienting: motion should include arrival,
or so we feel.
Several of Shepard’s listening subjects described their experience as the “stairway to
heaven.”18 In his analysis of vamps in gospel music, Braxton Shelley points to a productive
tension between the goal-directed sequences of upward modulation and the persisting
presence of the groove, leading him to the following terminological adjustment:
In order to simultaneously convey the directedness and the open-endedness of the
gospel vamp, I will therefore replace the term “teleology” with “trajectory.” The musical
and experiential trajectory of gospel vamps, which is shaped by a consistent
combination of repetition and intensification, realizes the original meaning of

16. Victor Zuckerkandl, Sound and Symbol: Music and the External World (New York: Pantheon Books, 1956),
270.
17. Ibid., 322.
18. Shepard, “Circularity in Judgments of Relative Pitch,” 2349.
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transcendence: it enables participants to climb higher in pursuit of some surpassing
reality.19

Shelley is describing a type of Shepard effect here: a continuously rising intensity fueled by
a seemingly endless supply of energy. The music that I analyze below, from gospel to
happy-hardcore, plays out this terminological adjustment in real time. In each case,
musical forms are presented so that they may be opened upwards, trajectorizing the
teleological.
The Shepard effect, as mono-directional destinationless motion, also trajectorizes.
Experiencing it can be the embodiment of a pattern of distorting, disappearing, and
inverting boundaries, much like dropping an “e” can be. As it collapses the hierarchy
of scale, it is the “wholeness” of the ecstatic moment of rave. As it explodes the formal
boundary of the octave, it is Shelley’s open-endedness and Ashon Crawley’s description of
ecstasy in Black Pentecostal services as “the conception that the condition of possibility
for life is undoneness as ontological priority.”20 As a trajectory, it points toward some
other world just on the other side of what is hearable. As it is simultaneously finite and
infinite, it is Jane’s experience of being both a bounded subject and “the whole thing,” or,
put in the terms of Holiness Christianity, it is to be overcome by the Holy Spirit.
FROM THE FLOOR TO THE THROAT

Shelley narrates a sequence of upward modulations stretching the range of a gospel choir
writing that “not only do the singers demonstrate the wide range and great power of their
vocal instruments, causing the listener to wonder just how high they will go, but they can
also be interpreted as suggesting that no voice, no matter how virtuosic, can extend high
enough to offer sufficient praise.”21 This passage emphasizes the importance of verticalized pitch to the “kinetics of gospel performance,”22 and demonstrates the voice as
a central conduit within this kinetics for the transfer and accumulation of spiritual/
emotional energy. This trajectorization is mobilized by repeatable formal sequences that
mirror across the modalities of singing, preaching, whooping, tarrying, and falling out.
Ubiquitous to charismatic Christianity is the phenomenon of individuals falling to the
floor during moments of heightened spiritual intensity, showing outward expressions of
inner transcendence like speaking in tongues. Pentecostals term it “slain in the Spirit,”
and charismatic Catholics developed the deviolating variant “rest in the Spirit.” I will use
the common Afro-Sanctified term “falling out” because, unlike the previously mentioned
terms, it describes both the physical act and the spiritual itinerary. Falling out is both
what you do with your body and what you do with your SELF IS CONTAINER metaphor.
It is motion oriented upward, both physically and metaphysically, and, like the Shepard
effect, it is motion without arrival.
19. Braxton Shelley, “Analyzing Gospel,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 72, No. 1 (April 2019):
214.
20. Ashon T. Crawley, Blackpentecostal Breath (New York, NY: Fordham University Press, 2017), 99.
21. Shelley, “Analyzing Gospel,” 206.
22. Ibid., 184.
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In his analysis of the healing practice of ‘laying of hands’ in charismatic Christianity,
Thomas Csordas argues that falling out should not be interpreted as wholly spontaneous
nor as a total surrender of self-control, but rather as what Marcel Mauss termed a technique of the body.23 For Mauss, techniques of the body are examples of habitus, the entire
range of non-discursive knowledge.24 Techniques of the body don’t just happen; they are
learned gestures that are individual expressions of socially shared knowledge. Becker
describes trancing similarly:
Trance behavior, within a community, is highly predictable. A Balinese trancer acts
differently in trance from a Sufi trancer, who acts differently again from an American
Pentecostal trancer. One’s society teaches one, quite precisely, how to act in trance.25

In a sense, falling out is a dance move. In generalizing charismatic healing ceremonies,
Csordas writes that “in most cases, working closely with the healers are ‘catchers’ who, in
anticipation of resting in the Spirit stand behind each person in order to break a backward
fall and ease the person to the floor.”26 The repeated and predictable shape of the gesture
is enough for Csordas to prove that this is not a moment of spontaneous frenzy and loss
of self-control, but rather a discursive framing of the spontaneous and uncontrollable. In
other words, it is the construction of an image of the world beyond the self.
Falling out comes from a repertoire of gestures expressed through the bodies of
charismatics in moments of becoming overcome that also involves jumping up out of
the pew, hands raised, head bent backward toward heaven, and shouting out. Here is one
of many such moments in a Holiness-Baptist church described by Glen Hinson:
The saints continue clapping, while Sister Bracey presses her eyes shut and clenches her
raised hands into fists. For a moment, she seems suspended in time, oblivious to all
around her. Then, suddenly, Sister Bracey’s head jerks backward and a piercing
“Oooooh!” wells up from her throat. At the same instant, her feet leap into the
inspired rhythms of the holy dance. Her eyes remain closed, while her face stays pointed
to heaven.27

What is described here is not an automatic reflex to stimulation but a choreographic
expression. The act of shouting creates a map of our internal bio-geography that traces an
upward trajectory from diaphragm to lungs to trachea to throat to mouth. This internal
upward trajectory is mapped onto the psycho-acoustic space of the church and vice versa:
gospel bands are loud; we feel the amplified bass rumble the pews, we feel the stomping of
feet ripple the floor, we shout upwards, from diaphragm to throat, towards the space

23. Thomas J. Csordas, The Sacred Self: A Cultural Phenomenology of Charismatic Healing (Los Angeles, CA:
University of California Press, 1997), 51.
24. Marcel Mauss, “The Notion of Body Techniques,” in Sociology and Psychology: Essays (London: Routledge,
1979), 101.
25. Becker, Deep Listeners, 42.
26. Csordas, The Sacred Self, 233. (emphasis added)
27. Glen Hinson, Fire in My Bones: Transcendence and the Holy Spirit in African American Gospel (Philadelphia,
PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 151.
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where raised hands jangle tambourines and beyond. And falling out is to extend this rising
trajectory to the next step.
While falling out isn’t to fall down, it isn’t simply to fall backwards either. The entire
gesture reads something like this: eyes close, head bends back towards heaven, weight of
head pulling chest open and shoulders back, fall, caught by others. It is a progressive
opening upward of the body. It is not the experience of falling down, because you never
hit the ground. Instead, you fall out. Anyone who has played the trust game with friends
where you close your eyes and fall backwards into their arms will recognize the palpable
sense of floating produced that can extend much longer than the fall itself. Within the
spiritual logic of the church, it is to fall out of self and into communion with God—it is
to fall up.
Sanctified singers sculpt their accompanying performances into the same basic shape
expressed choreographically by congregants. Isaac Freeman, bass singer in the gospel
quartet Fairfield Four, recounts axiomatically advice he received early in his career from
an elder singer: “when you sing a song, always go slow, rise high, catch on fire, and sit
down.”28 At first glance, this seems an unremarkably standard directive for musical form:
“build to a climax and follow with a denouement.” But a closer look at the second two of
the four prepositional phrases reveals that this is also a prescription directed at spirit and
body. The language is distinctly experiential, and the goal is to “catch [your soul] on fire,
and sit [your body] down.” The four steps are simultaneously compositional narrative,
physiological states, and spiritual itinerary.
There is a set of sanctified musical terms that more or less coincide with and reinforce
this spiritual itinerary, each referring to specific dynamic, metric, melodic, harmonic, and
physiological states. “Moaning” delivers full lines of lyrics in a chesty melodic range,
rhythmically free, and at a relatively low dynamic. “The drive” initiates an up-beat march
tempo that steadily increases along with the dynamic as the lyrics are made to fit into
a continuously compacting metric space. “Overdrive” pushes into double-time, everything
is very loud, the lead singer sounds as if they are hyperventilating, and the responses of the
choir/congregation have blended into the calls, manifesting a mix of intense emotion that
is complexly multiple and yet unified. One common technique is to “pitch-up” throughout, by shifting up a semitone, often within a hymn/tune so that everything is always
ending on a higher tonic.29 The overlapping of the musical narrative with physiological
state and spiritual itinerary could be read as: slow/low/moan/rest! accel/rise/sing/excite!double-time/ascend/catch-fire/transcend!sit down/be humble.
This progression isn’t just how singers interpret single tunes and whole sets, it also
mirrors how Albert Raboteau describes the African American sermonic style: “The
preacher begins calmly, speaking in conversational, if oratorical and occasionally grandiloquent, prose; he then gradually begins to speak more rapidly, excitedly, and to chant his
words and time to a regular beat; finally, he reaches an emotional peak in which the

28. Hinson, 275.
29. Walter Pitts, Old Ship of Zion: The Afro-Baptist Ritual in the African Diaspora (New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 1993), 96.
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chanted speech becomes tonal and merges with the singing, clapping, and shouting of the
congregation.”30 This trajectory also commonly involves a progressive rising in pitch.
Take for example the 1927 recording of Reverend Sister Mary Nelson, “Isaiah.”31 The
Reverend begins calmly, her voice naturally hovering around a D#, jumping up to an F#
for emphasis and occasionally dropping down to C#. But the pitch doesn’t seem important at first because her style is more spoken than sung. As she transitions from referencing specific historical events in the Bible to affirmations of the immanence of God, her
speech becomes more rhythmically patterned and the pitch collection comes into sharper
focus. A little before one minute into the track she shifts her pitch center up from D# to
F#, maintaining the same flat-3/flat-7 formation. If we consider Shelley’s theorization of
gospel vamps as emergent modularity vectorized by ever-increasing intensity,32 Nelson’s
use of repetition is much more vamp than chant. Fervor continues to flame she adds new
pitches, building to a full minor pentatonic scale. Soon she is pushing her voice into
multiphonic explosions each time she reaches for the C# above, her voice shredding into
noise as she continues to aim beyond.
The manner of singing/preaching/vamping described above is a descendant of the ring
shout, a music/dance/ritual form of African origin practiced by slaves. It’s not just the
church that became a vehicle of survival for this practice. Listening to the ring shouts
recorded by John and Alan Lomax in the American South in the 1920s and 1930s33 it is
impossible not to hear both Nelson’s fiery sermon and James Brown’s funk/soul music as
both unequivocally within this tradition: call-and-response phrasing; melodies that rotate
around pendular thirds; vocal chords pushed to crackling limits; fast tempos; clapping on
the offbeats; relentlessly driving polyrhythmic percussion; a formal ambiguousness that
elicits the feeling that “this could go on forever.” And the Lomaxes argue that it’s
impossible not to hear African culture in the African American ring shout:
We have seen “shouts” in Louisiana, in Texas, in Georgia and the Bahamas; we have
seen vaudou dancing in Haiti; we have read accounts of similar rites in works upon
Negro life in other parts of the Western hemisphere. All share basic similarities: (1) the
song is “danced” with the whole body, with hands, feet, belly, and hips; (2) the worship
is, basically, a dancing-singing phenomenon; (3) the dancers always move counterclockwise around the ring; (4) the song has the leader-chorus form, with much
repetition, with a focus on rhythm rather than melody, that is, with a form that invites
and ultimately enforces cooperative group activity; (5) the song continues to be
repeated from sometimes more than an hour, steadily increasing in intensity and
gradually accelerating, until a sort of mass hypnosis ensues . . . This shout pattern is
demonstrably West African in origin.34
30. Albert Raboteau, A Fire in the Bones: Reflections on African-American Religious History (Boston, MA: Beacon
Press, 1995), 143.
31. Various Artists, Memphis Gospel (1927-1929), Document Records DOCD-5072, 2005.
32. Shelley, “Analyzing Gospel,” 20811.
33. Listen to the Joe Washington Brown and Austin Coleman performance on the Library of Congress pressing
of Afro-American Spirituals, Work Songs, and Ballads from the Archive of American Folk Song, AAFS L3, for
a particularly strong example of this.
34. John A. Lomax and Alan Lomax, Folk Song U.S.A. (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pierce, 1947), 335.
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This form and style, clearly present in funk and soul by way of gospel, can be found in
descriptions that predate the Lomaxes’ work. In 1903, W. E. B. Dubois termed it “the
Frenzy,” describing it hitting each of the steps of the spiritual itinerary: “varied in
expression from the silent rapt countenance or the low murmur and moan to the mad
abandon of physical fervor,—the stamping, shrieking, and shouting, the rushing to and
fro and wild waving of arms, the weeping and laughing, the vision and the trance.”35
Earlier still, in a December 1862 journal entry, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a white
colonel in the first Black regiment in the Union army, recalls coming upon a ring shout
practiced by a group of slaves-turned-soldiers while stationed on the Sea Islands off of the
Georgia coast. Higginson is able to discern several fundamental features of the ring shout:
a blurred distinction between secular and sacred reality, tightly interlocking rhythms that
require cooperative group activity, and a sustained state of intense physical engagement
pushing to exhaustion.36
The Sea Islands also happen to be the location where many scholars believe the preemancipation practice of the ring shout has been best preserved.37 Art Rosenbaum and
Johann Buis quote Sea Islander Deacon James Cook recalling his first memories of the
ring shout as practiced by his former-slave parents in the last decade of the nineteenth
century:
I found them doing it when I got old enough to realize anything about the shout . . .In
those days they were so loving of each other after the service they would move the
benches in the prayer-house and shout . . . We are still holding to that yesterday
tradition that was taught by our fathers and mothers . . . that brought it from our
homeland in Africa.38

So, the shout was understood as African in origin in both pre- and post-emancipation
African-American culture. This fits with Lorenzo Dow Turner’s speculation that “shout”
is etymologically traceable to saut, a Gullah dialect survival of an Afro-Arabic term for
a dance performed around the Kaaba in Mecca which is itself a derivative of sauwata
meaning “to run until exhausted.”39
Sauwata echoes in holiness gospel via the sermonic style, the progressive increase in
tempo with compounding metrical contractions, pitching-up, and falling-out. To run
until exhausted is to push your body until you are burning from the inside out, and then
sit down. Like the Shepard effect, it is destinationless mono-directional motion propelled
by a mysterious force. Like the descriptions of the ecstatic moment of rave, it is to
spatially expand, push at the limit of self, and be suspended in a state of fluid motion.

35. W.E.B. Dubois, The Souls of Black Folk (Urbana, IL: Project Gutenberg, 2008), ch. 10, http://www.
gutenberg.org/files/408/408-h/408-h.htm#chap10.
36. Thomas Wentworth Higginson, “Leaves from an Officer’s Journal,” The Atlantic Monthly, November 1864.
37. See Rosenbaum, Parrish, and Twining.
38. Art Rosenbaum and Johann Buis, Shout Because You’re Free: The African American Ring Shout Tradition in
Coastal Georgia (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1998), 52.
39. Lorenzo Dow Turner, Africanisms in the Gullah Dialect (New York: Arno Press and The New York Times,
1969), 202.
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Just as falling out isn’t falling down, and sitting down isn’t to suddenly return to earth, to
become exhausted is not a termination but a continuation of the itinerary.
Sauwata is also fundamentally social, and the social structure of the secret camp
meetings where slaves would sing and dance the ring-shout was radically egalitarian.
Albert Raboteau quotes a former slave describing the scene as “everyone was so anxious
to have a word to say that a preacher didn’t have a chance.”40 There was a ‘leader’—the
caller—whose role it was to improvise lyrics, while the rest of the group would repeat the
phrase in response. This leadership position was transitory, held by men and women, and
the function of the lyrics wasn’t to preach an authoritative interpretation of a religious
text but to affirm shared experience. Michael Harris argues that the reason that Thomas
Dorsey’s gospel-blues caught on in the 1930s was because it reintroduced to northern
African American religious practice precisely this form of loud musical democracy.41
This revival of call-and-response practice within northern Baptist and Methodist
congregations is not a nostalgic exercise in aesthetic classicism but the continuance of
an arsenal of survivalist techniques in the face of ongoing racist oppression. Ashon
Crawley describes the fleshy vocality and noise of contemporary Blackpentecostal practice
as a type of “aesthetic sociality,” a “sharing in and as commons [that] enacts violence
against any form of marginalization or oppression [ . . .] using the verve of voice and noise
to break the analog-organic machine [of slave labor], to break the automaton, through
evidence of life.”42 This description abandons interpretations of call-and-response practice as a form of catharsis and treats it instead as utopian abolitionist resistance.
Dorsey’s early recordings don’t capture this radical egalitarianism, but descriptions of
his performances do. The visceral build of the southern preacher modulating back-andforth with the whooping and tarrying congregation that Dorsey refined into his parlourflavored gospel tunes would be incorporated into music arranged for progressively larger
ensembles. As the forces were increased and the arrangements made more complex, the
emotional/spiritual affect was abstracted from the individual preacher and transferred to
the musical ensemble. The result is clearly represented by the choir-heavy music of one of
Dorsey’s pupils, James Cleveland, “the Prince of Gospel.”

P A R T I N G T H E M O D A L C L O U D S : “P E A C E B E S T I L L ”

Cleveland’s 1963 album Peace Be Still is regarded by many as the mold for the modern
convention of recording gospel live in a church with a congregation. Anthony Heilbut
describes the relationship between the music and lyrics in the second part of the title track
as “each line moves higher, till ‘The master of ocean and earth and sky’ booms a solid
octave over ‘the winds and the waves.’”43 This description poetically portrays how the
40. Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “ Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1978), 207.
41. Michael W. Harris, The Rise of Gospel Blues: The Music of Thomas Dorsey in the Urban Church (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1994), 245
42. Crawley, Blackpentecostal Breath, 45, 175.
43. Anthony Heilbut, The Gospel Sound: Good News and Bad Times (New York: Proscenium Publishers, 2002), 214.
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FIGURE 2.

“Peace Be Still,” the 1874 hymn by Horatio Palmer.

melodic ascent is mapped onto a lyrical narrative that traces sea to sky, and indeed the two
rhetorical gestures reinforce one another. But there’s more behind the visceral feeling of
lifting/expanding/transcendence in “Peace Be Still.” It’s not just that this melody only
steps up, this trajectory also reaches down to rearrange the underlying harmonic logic in
a moment that subverts multiple genre norms.
“Peace Be Still” is an arrangement of a standard Baptist hymn, of the same title,
composed in 1874 by Horatio R. Palmer, a white choir-directing son of a choir director.44
While the four-part contrapuntal texturing of his composition (fig. 2) clearly demonstrates an interest in the old European style, the pentatonic soprano line in the first
segment of the opening phrase is distinctly Americana. But it is the upwardly trajectorized
soprano line in the C section that caught Cleveland’s ears.
44. Jacob Henry Hall, Biography of Gospel Song and Hymn Writers (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1914),
8794.
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FIGURE 2.

(Continued).

Cleveland’s arrangement opens with a jazz-blues waltz, converting Palmer’s 6/8 lilt
into a 32-bar 9/8 funeral march (fig.3.1). Note that, in the B section, Cleveland replaces
Palmer’s contrapuntal wanderings around vi with a ii-V-I to tonicize the V, before
modulating back to the I at the return to the A section. This harmonic formation is
embedded within a larger harmonic sequence exemplifying what Peter van der Merwe has
theorized as the “ragtime progression,” a dominant 7 chord rotating around the circle of
descending fifths from III!I. Van der Merwe argues that this progression is distinct from
the descending fifths sequence in European tonal music because it is centripetal, starting
away from home and moving towards it. Descending fifths sequences, on the other hand,
are centrifugal in that they start at home and move to the dominant, i-iv-VII-III-VIiidim-V for example.45 Both the Cleveland and Palmer versions feature a III7 as the

45. Peter van der Merwe, Origins of the Popular Style: The Antecedents of Twentieth-Century Popular Music
(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1992), 25051.
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FIGURE 3.1.

First 32 bars of James Cleveland’s arrangement of “Peace Be Still.”

second chord in the B section, but Palmer’s second inversion voicing makes the chord
a passing sonority filling out a centrifugal I-vi-V, while Cleveland anchors the chord in
root position with the piano and organ on a downbeat, making it a clear point of
departure through his ragtime reharmonization.
Van der Merwe remains focused on what distinguishes the two progressions and
neglects to point out some important similarities, one being that both the ragtime and
114
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FIGURE 3.2.

Choir ascent of James Cleveland’s arrangement of “Peace Be Still.”

the classical sequences feature upper-voice-leading that only steps down. In the case of
European tonal music, this stepping down takes form in a series of 10-7 suspensions—as
demonstrated by the embedded ii-V-I in Cleveland’s arrangement—while the ‘ragtime progression’ contains a series of chromatically descending tritones—also demonstrated, albeit
slightly backgrounded. Whether we are going out or heading home, our path steps down.
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F I GUR E 4 . Cleveland’s progression against Palmer’s, the classical fifths, and ragtime
progressions.

While this pattern of only stepping down is found in the chord-voicings of the piano
and organ, Cleveland’s vocal articulates a separate structure. Taking the melody by itself,
one could argue that it is in the mode of F phrygian. Van der Merwe would call this an
example of “mediant-octave mode,” the most common form of what he theorizes as
“parlour modality.”46 He argues that one distinguishing feature of parlour music—the
nineteenth century form of popular music that waxed along with the incorporation of the
piano into middle-class homes and waned with the rise of the phonograph—vis-à-vis
classical is that the melodies are relatively independent from the harmonies. He premises
this based on his concept of “modal frames,” which are delineated by an upper and lower
limit in the melody—what he calls “floor” and “ceiling” notes.47 In the A section, Cleveland clearly establishes his tonal frame as bounded between the two Fs an octave apart.
Cleveland’s melody is a composite of Palmer’s alto and soprano parts, making it a refining
of the parlour tendencies implicit in the original hymn, and this unequivocal establishment of the mediant-octave mode is syntactically vital for what comes in the next section.
At the close of the opening form, we anticipate maybe another thirty-two-bar one, perhaps
with some variation. Our suspicions are confirmed, at first, by an eight-bar phrase featuring
the choir (fig. 3.2). But here, at the end of the phrase, the standard form ruptures as the choir
begins a passage where the soprano ascends the tonal frame, stepping up the scale every other
bar, along with the other voices in parallel motion, and shockingly hangs onto the crest of this
melodic/harmonic ascent for an extra bar. Cleveland has trajectorized the ontological categorization of Palmer’s counterpoint by allowing everyone to participate in this upward march.
It seems that Cleveland planned his arrangement from the inside!out as all of the
modifications to the opening thirty-two-bar seem to foreshadow, strengthen, and purify
Palmer’s up-stepping soprano. Not only does the modal frame transfer from Cleveland’s
moment of doubt into the ecstatic affirmation of the choir ascent, so does the harmonic
logic. F7!Bbmin appears 18 bars into the ascent, just as it did in the opening thirty-twobar, as the first half of an embedded ii-V-I. But the Db of the Bbmin, which is in the
soaring soprano line, does not become a 10-7 suspension and then resolve down as it did
before. Instead, it resolves up. This moment is also remarkable in the way that the
harmony skips a step on the circle of fifths. While the opening thirty-two-bar features
a ragtime progression with a short classical detour, the progression underneath the choir
ascent is more hybridized (fig. 4). While this isolated moment gets the same harmonic

46. Ibid., 232.
47. Ibid., 1034.
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treatment in the Palmer and Cleveland versions, the unique presence of the embedded iiV-I in the B section of the Cleveland version makes his solution more miraculous as it
highlights a rhythm of tonicization to be broken by a jolting harmonic shift propelled by
the force of a melodic trajectory sweeping down.
Cleveland’s arrangement versions Palmer’s hymn like a DJ mixes a track, equalizing and/or
looping in order to emphasize some already present quality. But Cleveland does more than
merely emphasize the mono-directionality of Palmer’s melody. Locking the choir into parallel
motion, more clearly establishing a modal frame, and strategically placing voice-leading conventions to later be thwarted, he imbues that mono-directionality with the power to transcend
both centrifugal and centripetal laws. This versioning demonstrates the complexity of cultural
intersections at this historical moment in gospel music. The mythologies and sensibilities that
made up the ring-shout are being re-voiced through harmonic devices that can be traced back
to ragtime through jazz, and also to Chopin and Schubert through parlour music. Van der
Merwe interprets this history as an ongoing “interpretive back-and-forth.”48 Similarly,
Raboteau conceptualizes it as “encounter.”49 Samuel Floyd, following Sterling Stuckey, sees
a long-term survivalist strategy preserving Afro-diasporic culture within novel aesthetics.50
In other words, a remix of a hymn can be a cipher for something else.

FUNK AND DISCO: INVERTED SUSPENSION AND LYDIAN DEEP SPACE

Not only do interpretive strategies transfer from gospel arrangers to EDM DJs, funk/
disco tracks from the late 1970’s contain compositional approaches to vamps, and
ascending harmonic sequences that are remarkably similar to those within “Peace Be
Still” and gospel tunes in general. In this section, I analyze Chic’s 1978 track “Le Freak”
and Trussel’s 1980 funk/garage track “Love Injection.” These tracks present two distinct
visions of disco, but they hold in common an extended middle section that trajectorizes
a vamp via a sequence that only steps up. They are also both heavily influenced by midtwentieth-century jazz, not only musically but also philosophically. This musical/philosophical syncretism will be traced to the music theory of George Russell, a system that
overtly connects pitch manipulation with spiritual transcendence.
The cool delivery of Chic’s iconic disco track “Le Freak” may seem to have more to do
with the detached cunning of Roxy Music than the burning supplication of charismatic
gospel. Chic’s Nile Rodgers, in a recent interview, seems to agree:
Most R&B is gospel- or blues-based. We were not from the church —that wasn’t our
background. My background was classical music and modern jazz, which is bebop. So
we were into what we called modal jazz, and what we did was we took modal jazz and
started to write pop songs to it.51
48. Ibid., 241.
49. Raboteau, Slave Religion, 330.
50. Floyd, Power of Black Music, 5.
51. Nile Rodgers, “Nile Rodgers At SXSW: ‘No One Else Can Tell The Story,’” Interview by Michel Martin, All
Things Considered, NPR, 18 March 2017. https://www.npr.org/2017/03/18/520438034/nile-rodgers-at-sxsw-noone-else-can-tell-the-story
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FIGURE 5.

“Le Freak” string ascent.

The first half of the track fits this description: a hook-verse-hook-verse-hook pop form
featuring sing-along-able vocals accompanied by chords with rich jazz alterations locked
into a tight and subtle groove that evokes control and restraint. But then . . . “now freak!”
an expansive breakdown that foregrounds an ascending string orchestra. Like the choir in
“Peace Be Still,” these strings lift off from the middle of the track and steadily climb the
scale without stepping down. Unlike “Peace Be Still,” this melodic ascent includes
skipped steps (fig. 5).
The string ascent in “Le Freak” stretches time both metrically and hypermetrically,
and, in doing so, is an example of Shelley’s “emergent modularity.” Shelley presents gospel
vamps as a formal duality, simultaneously an iterative unit and a sectional whole:
In gospel performance, while these musical modules [referred to as vamps] are repeated
they are intensified by escalatory techniques including inverting, tonal modulation, and
textural accumulation, giving rise to the broader formal units [also] known as vamps. As
performers and audiences iterate these musical ideas, the interaction of repetition and
intensification shapes the vamp’s syntax by providing specific arrangements of
coherence within units and articulating the differences between those units.52

In other words, a vamp isn’t merely a background against which to improvise. It is
a rhyzomatically reiterated module recursively formed into a section by a monodirectional ramping of intensity. On the iterative module level of “Le Freak,” time is
stretched during the string ascent as the harmonic rhythm becomes twice as long as it
previously was. On the level of the formal unit, the string ascent is twice as long as both
the hook and the verse. And, if we divide the string ascent into subsections when the
skipped steps occur, these subsections get progressively longer. This all demonstrates that
the building of intensity in the rhythmic domain does not require speeding up, and can be
effectively achieved by backing off.
Similarly, the skipped steps of the string ascent present a diatonic backing off in the
pitch domain. The leaps only occur when approaching the root, avoiding the leading
tone. The only semitone in the entire ascent seems intentionally anti-cadential as it
resolves up to the 7 of a minor-seventh chord. This skipping over diatonic polarity
combined with an insistent stepping up is an example Shelley’s conversion of teleology

52. Shelley, “Analyzing Gospel,” 20910.
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into trajectory in that the leading tones are denied their function of sealing the formal
unit of the diatonic scale.
These skips also divide the pitch-space into sets. The first being 2/3 of a whole-tone
scale, which is then recursively formed by the subsequent modules into a C lydian scale. In
another recent interview, Rodgers hints at where this lydian bloom may have emerged from:
Thank God I had already been a classical musician prior to meeting Ted Dunbar,
because when he gave me things like Oliver Nelson’s Patterns [for Improvisation] and
[George Russell’s] Lydian Chromatic Concept [of Tonal Organization], I could read
those books and play them right there in front of him, and I could tell he was thinking,
“Wow, this dude is all right.”53

The 1953 George Russell book that Rogers mentions is considered the first theoretical
system formulated around jazz harmony. Its concepts were just as generative as they were
descriptive, having been put into practice by Miles Davis on Kind of Blue and John
Coltrane on Giant Steps, making it, for some, just as synonymous with modal jazz as
either of those two recordings.
Russell’s conception of the lydian mode as containing two leading-tones can help shed
light on the skipped steps in “Le Freak.” He treats semitones as leading-tone!tonic pairs,
always resolving up, and argues that the lydian scale more closely resembles the overtone
series than the major scale does because its tonal centers align with the first three overtones
of the root. Interestingly, he does not acknowledge the convention in western tonal practice
of resolving the subdominant down to the mediant, but that does not mean that the lydian
scale can’t have two leading tones.54 The “Le Freak” ascent skips the primary leading-tone
and the secondary tonic, making it, at least in terms of Russell’s theory, doubly decentering.
While Russell references Pythagoras in order to add scientific weight to his argument
about the overtone series,55 it’s safe to assume that he was equally interested in the
mystical side of Pythagorean thought. His second fundamental premise is that the lydian
mode can be derived from a linearized series of perfect fifths, e.g.,
C!G!D!A!E!B!F#, establishing a vertical symmetry anchored by the first/lowest/root tone. He conceptualizes this anchoring as “tonal gravity,” the root as the “star-sun,”56
and treats improvisation as cosmological meditation: The further we travel up the circle of
fifths, the more we can feel the tug of distant solar systems. Ingrid Monson argues that this
exotic combination of classical psychoacoustics and celestial visions is a vital component to
what made this text influential:
Russell’s music theory and his ideas of spiritual essence mobilized contemporary
discourses in the service of needs that were shared by a broader spectrum of the African
American jazz intelligentsia: (1) the need to prove the intellectual worth of jazz by
53. Nile Rodgers, “Nile Rodgers: From Jazz Roots.” Interview by Ashley Kahn, Jazz Times, 5 August 2019.
https://jazztimes.com/features/interviews/nile-rodgers-from-jazz-roots/2/.
54. George Russell, The Lydian Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organization (Brookline, MA: Concept Publishing,
2001), 25.
55. Ibid., 228.
56. Ibid., 8.
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FIGURE 6.1.

“Love Injection” guitar riff.

FIGURE 6.2.

“Love Injection” first vamp.

demonstrating mastery of the rationalist tools of music theory (thereby undermining
the racist idea that the jazz improvisation sprang from the instinctual outpourings of
the untutored), while at the same time (2) retaining the romantic trope of music as
a means of soulful, emotional, and spiritual transcendence.57

If the Lydian Chromatic Concept was a part of Rodgers’ vision of transcendence on the
dance-floor, he theorized that its effects were best produced subliminally. His singular
style of choked guitar playing results in the complexity of the LCC-inspired chord
voicings sneaking by, often unnoticed. If a Coltrane solo is inner-transcendence radically
on display, Chic is transcendence hidden behind sunglasses, two-tone spectator shoes, and
an Armani leisure suit.
This is not to say that all disco traded in the transcendental fire of gospel for the cool
passivity of lydian deep space. Not only would DJs mix Chic in/out of gospel tracks, funk
bands like Trussel were secularizing gospel “drive.” While the lyrics to their 1980 track
“Love Injection” are carnal—mischievously playing with a SEX /DRUGS IS RELIGIOUS
EXPERIENCE metaphor—the call-and-response affirmations, brassy vocal harmonies, proclamations like “resurrection / bring me back to life,” and sequentially pitched-up breakdown make this track also as gospel as it gets.
The first pitch we hear on the track is an F# of a syncopated guitar riff that steps to the
upper-neighbor tone, back down, and then down again to E# (fig. 6.1). We could reason
that we are hearing tonic!leading-tone motion, but, when the bass enters on a G#, it
jarringly rearranges our tonal center as we find that we are (were?) listening to
a G#min7!C#7 (fig. 6.2). “Love Injection” and “Le Freak” are just two of many funk
and funk-adjacent tracks that feature this progression. In fact, if there had to be a “funk
progression,” a vamp between i7 and IV7 would probably be it. Trussel does however
present a unique modal twist to this pendular motor. The persistence of the F# guitar
figure establishes its independence from the harmony. It’s not exactly parlour modality,
the F# figure is more of a riff than a melody, but it is dynamically polytonal.
The B section shifts up to E lydian. Then, a turnaround, as the entire band plays
a heavy, syncopated rhythm on the following chords: |A#7 |D# |D#7 | |. With each hit
57. Ingrid Monson, “Oh Freedom: George Russell, John Coltrane, and Modal Jazz,” in In the Course of Performance (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 156.
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FIGURE 7.

“I Will Survive” string theme with 10-7 suspensions.

FIGURE 8.

“Love Injection” turnaround.

on the D#, the band stacks another third on top of the vocal harmony until they reach
the minor seventh spelling an upward inversion of the chord with a full-throated
falsetto. We immediately collapse back into the main riff on G#min7-C#7. This
centripetal turnaround would have no place in the vertical passivity of Chic. But a bass
line rotating around the circle of fifths was no stranger to disco. Take for example the
best-selling disco single of all time, Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will Survive.” Harmonically
speaking, it is a continuous rotating of the diatonic circle of fifths: i-iv7-VII7-IIImaj7VImaj7-iidim7-V7. This sequence is not only incredibly common in western art music
from the baroque on, it is also common in jazz. “I Will Survive,” “Fly Me to the Moon,”
and “Autumn Leaves” don’t just share the same harmonic progression, their melodies
are each structured by a sequence of 10-7 suspensions. And the iconic string part to
“I Will Survive” features not one, but two interlocking 10-7 sequences, eliciting a leftright downward march (fig. 7). This is part of what gives this melody its poetic power:
elegantly aspirational upward leaps in the foreground strive against the persistent
downward push of the background.
The turnaround in “Love Injection” also begins a sequence of downward resolving 10-7
suspensions that bridges the two sections and dovetails back into the F# guitar riff (fig, 8).
Once the vamp continues these suspensions are converted back to the common-tone
diad around which the G#min7-C#7 pendularly rotates. Nonetheless, we have been
presented with the downward resolving 10-7 suspension as one governing logic of
harmonic sequence. This logic is soon to be defied during the ascending harmonic
sequence that builds to the climax of the track. With each harmonic shift the 10-7
suspension resolves up (fig. 9).
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FIGURE 9.

“Love Injection” ascending sequence.

As with “Peace Be Still,” this ascending sequence features a vocal role reversal where
the choir of backups takes over the main melody, and the lead vocal offers affirmations in
“bush caller” style. The choir reiterates the main vocal melody from the A section but
with an added variation in the last measure: on the downbeat they drop to the floor note
and climb up the scale at an exponentially quickening rhythm that gives the lyric “love
can make me high” a propulsional flare. The momentum accumulated by this response is
what seems to push the sequence up a half-step, as if, now, it is demanding the call. At
each shift up, the lead vocal belts out “higher!” We can hear this exclamation simultaneously as a didactic description, regimental order, and pleading to be pushed further.
Meanwhile, the syncopated guitar riff trails one step behind in its own modal space.
“Love Injection” was produced by trombonist Fred Wesley Jr., who had been a triplethreat performer/composer/arranger with James Brown, Funkadelic, Bootsy’s Rubber
Band, and the Count Basie Orchestra. Wesley does not detail his approach to the
arrangements on “Love Injection” in his autobiography, but on composing the horn
arrangements on Stretchin’ Out in Bootsy’s Rubber Band he writes that “you could,
without contradiction, say that I was using jazz theories for the horns against the funk
rhythm tracks.”58 When Wesley says “jazz theories” he’s talking about his approach to
harmony, and this approach is clearly represented by “Love Injection.” As we listen to rich
harmonic alterations modularly accumulating in the horn arrangements that accompany
the ascending harmonic sequence, we might imagine Wesley saying, “I was using jazz
theories for the horns against the half-step-up modulations of gospel.”59
58. Fred Wesley Jr., Hit Me, Fred: Recollections of a Sideman (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 2005), 191
59. In his autobiography, Wesley recounts how packed his Sundays were with transitions back and forth
between playing jazz and participating in the church: “My Sundays were pretty much filled up. I had become
a Sunday-school teacher, so I was at Samuel Chapel AME Church every Sunday morning at 9:30. And, of course,
I stayed for morning services, which lasted until about one. Then I’d take my mother home, change my clothes, and
head back to Joe’s house for [jazz band] rehearsal, which was usually over by 5:00. I’d head back home, change
clothes again, and return to church for the A.C.E. League, a young people’s Methodist Christian organization, of
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Wesley laments the missed opportunity to follow up with another Trussel hit,60 but the life
and influence of “Love Injection” was extended via heavy rotation during Larry Levan DJ sets
at the Paradise Garage. While the track is prototypical of what would become “garage”—up
tempo, deep bass, and gospelesque vocals—it’s important to remember that Levan’s sets were
noted for their genre-glossing eclecticism brushing off ontological territorialization, containing “anything that captured the devotional, life-affirming feeling he was after: disco, soul, funk,
reggae, post-punk rock, European electro-pop, even German kosmische synthesizer epics like
Manuel Göttsching’s E2: E4 [all sixty minutes of it].”61 Similarly, across the Atlantic, DJ
Alfredo was spinning style-slighting sets that would paradoxically define balearic beat. Danny
Rampling, the DJ and promoter who was inspired by Alfredo sets to found the Shoom
nightclub in London in 1988, catalyzing UK rave and the Second Summer of Love, claims
the connection between the two DJs was also a material one:
Alfredo, as a DJ, blended texture and music in a way I would compare to a Miro
painting. For me, he was the Larry Levan of Europe. Interestingly, Alfredo was
connected to an American who was part of the Paradise Garage group, who used to
supply him records.62

Those records were the blueprint for early UK/Euro-rave composers. As sub-genres
proliferated within rave music, they each stayed generally tethered not only to the
four-to-the-floor rhythm but also the gospel-derived harmonic and melodic conventions
of house music.

“I S E E T H E L I G H T ”: R E M I X , R E V I V A L

The emergence of happy-hardcore in the UK during the mid-1990s was driven by
a revivalism hearkening back to the “loved-up” optimism of first-wave UK rave. When
acid-house first crossed the Atlantic from Chicago to the UK in the late 1980s, adding
the psychedelic element to UK rave, the tempo of the music stayed between 120 and 130
bpm. In the early 90s, as the scene seemed locked into the endless pursuit of the E-rush
that dilutes with each pill, the tempos were pushing faster. Gabber had crossed the
English Channel from Rotterdam bringing a dark, militaristic, apocalyptic vision of speed
that, by 1995, was heard at tempos above 200 bpm. DJ Elstak—founder of Rotterdam
Records and fundamental promoter of early gabber—lamented its exclusionary speed,
saying that “by 1994, the music was too hard, too fast. Fewer girls were dancing, and we
lost the party atmosphere. And kids were taking too many drugs to keep up with the
speed.”63 And so Elstak, like many gabber DJs, converted to happy-hardcore, a genre that
-

which I was president [ . . . ] From 6:00 to 7:30, Willie Nobles and I, along with a few other socially conscious kids
between ages of twelve and eighteen, discussed the problems facing teenagers.”—Wesley, Hit Me, 26
60. Wesley, Hit Me, 231.
61. Collin, Altered State, 15.
62. Danny Rampling, “The Birth of Rave,” interview by Emma Warren, The Guardian, 12 August 2007,
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2007/aug/12/electronicmusic.
63. DJ Elstak, quoted in Simon Reynolds, Energy Flash: A Journey through Rave Music and Dance Culture
(London: Picador, 1998), 262.
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maintained the speed of gabber but replaced the doom with bubbly-euphoric uncontained joy. Among those converts was DJ Hixxy, whose 2005 happy-hardcore remix of
the club hit “See the Light” is bottom-to-top Shepard effects, from the arpeggios climbing
the surface, to the harmonic progression underneath, and to multi-metric pushing of the
tempo produced by the juxtaposition of the vocal and rhythm tracks.
The Shepardian quality of the sequenced arpeggios in this track speaks for itself, but
less obvious is the Shepardian logic of the harmonic progression on top of which these
arpeggios ride. The song starts with a VI-VII-i phrase in C minor (fig. 10.1). The climbing
D to Eb in the bass line during the last measure functions as a passing tone away from C.
The vocal line is straightforward in its establishing C as root, leaping away to G and
descending as it returns home. But this all changes when the voice explodes up an octave
and into the chorus (fig. 10.2), dancing around C for the first four measures and resolving
to Ab at the end of the phrase, where the harmonic progression confirms the modulation
to Ab lydian.
This modulation doesn’t just shift the place of the tonic, it multiplies it. The D to Eb
motion in the bass line that we heard as a passing tone away from the root in the verse has
become motion towards the Eb that now lands on a downbeat. With both semitones
resolving upward to Ab and Eb, respectively, not only is the chorus in Ab lydian, it is also
a demonstration of Russell’s concept of the double leading tone. Another way to think of
this is as an indefinite extension of the moment of tonal ambiguity in classical music
when the V is tonicized mid-phrase: Should we hear a sharpened subdominant that will
soon return to its proper place, or was there a key change that converted the previous
tonic into the new subdominant? This ambiguity is a recursive loop wherein the strong
upward motion from 7!1 reaches back down to 4!5, imposing a new tonal logic onto
the same set of intervals wherein everything resolves up.64
The mix-ontology of “See the Light” both reflects the exponential maximalism of happyhardcore and reveals a metrical Shepard effect. The track was first recorded by Paradise (the

64. Russell doesn’t consider music that switches back and forth between the horizontal, “forever state of resolving” nature of the major scale and the vertical, “state of unity” of the lydian, but it is precisely this switch that
links “See the Light” into a lineage of modal shifts that evoke other worlds. Richard Taruskin has explored the
association between the supernatural and polytonality in early twentieth-century Russian art music. He argues that
Stravinsky’s octatonicism should not be understood as scaler but as a repolarization of the octave into four potential
tonal centers. He premises this on a historical chain, Schubert!Liszt!Rimsky-Korsikov!Stravinsky, the links of
which are compositional innovations designed to bypass circle-of-fifths motion in the bass. What starts with
Schubert as sequential extensions of the flat submediant into full cycles of descending major thirds, is continued by
Liszt and becomes full cycles of descending minor thirds with semitone passing-tones—the octatonic collection. Not
only does Rimsky-Korsakov continue to innovate following this Viennese historical strain, he follows a tradition in
Russian opera of differentiating the human and fantastic worlds by contrasting the diatonic and octatonic. Taruskin’s example is a scene from Sadko where the human title character stands at the shore of a mystical lake, singing in
E minor. His final cadence initiates in the orchestra an extended octatonic ascent emerging from the murky depths—
or is it that we’re sinking? Taruskin speculates that Rimsky starts with a whole tone here for melodic as opposed to
harmonic reasons. This very well could be. But if we consider this ascent in isolation, perhaps Rimsky decided on the
less frequently used octatonic pattern here because combined with the dotted-quarter!eighth rhythm, also found in
the bass in “I See the Light,” it has an undeniable upward propulsion to it: the semitones feel like leading tones. —
Richard Taruskin, “Chernomor to Kashchei: Harmonic Sorcery; Or, Stravinsky’s “Angle,”” Journal of the American
Musicological Society, Vol. 38, No. 1 (Spring 1985), 7998.
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FIGURE 10.1.

“See the Light” C minor part.

band) in 2004. The round sound of the bass drum and tempo of 140 bpm categorize this
as a trance track. The official remix by Sy and Unknown, released in 2005, sharpens the
sound of the bass drum and kicks the tempo up to 174 bpm, converting the track to happyhardcore. Hixxy’s subsequent remix of the Sy and Unknown remix ratchets the tempo up
a few more clicks to 177 bpm, modulates the tonality up a half-step, and layers on even
more ascending arpeggios and ever-opening filters, making it really happy-hardcore.
While the tempo increases dramatically between the first two versions, the key remains
the same. This means that, to maintain the pitch while increasing the rate of the music, Sy
and Unknown chopped up the vocal track and nudged the words closer together to
match the grid of the new tempo. The result is reminiscent of those concluding moments
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FIGURE 10.2.

“See the Light” lydian anthem.

in radio ads that squish words together to capitalize time. But it’s not just words that are
surgically made more intimate through this process, it’s musical phrasing also. All the
melismas and slurred melodic figures are still in the original tempo of 140 bpm, while
their onsets have been shifted, producing a new multimetric dimension. The accompaniment seems to be pushing the vocal even faster, and yet the bpm remains electronically
steady. This is a Shepard effect in the rhythmic domain.
Hixxy accentuates this effect by sending the vocal through a rhythmic delay in the
happy-hardcore tempo. It’s as if the singer is singing into a world that is moving faster
than herself, and receiving confirmation from her own voice echoing back in this faster
tempo. The cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter on the delayed vocal is attenuated high
enough to nearly erase the “body” of her sound while it emphasizes her consonants. The
result is the sound of the voice leaving the singer’s body: no longer does it resonate in her
chest, but hovers about her teeth. The transcendental narrative here is that as the voice
leaves it travels up the body, and is then swept up into a world always one step higher.
CONCLUSION

The compositional solutions for music that impossibly only steps up illustrated in the
above close readings of “Peace Be Still,” “Le Freak,” “Love Injection,” and “See the Light”
form an aesthetic lineage that links Black gospel to euphoric rave music. Whether it be
the raving women interviewed by Pini or the African American Christians discussed by
Shelley, eternally ascending music is put to use by these listeners in order to invoke
transcendent elsewheres. Endless ascent is just one of many discursive frames for these
elsewheres, and its usefulness is culturally determined. Yet it is also a portal, conceptually
remapping across cultural cleavages. After all, the abducted Africans who first brought the
ring-shout to the Americas didn’t use PITCH -SPACE IS VERTICAL ORIENTATION metaphors. We can extrapolate this based on the facts that (1) they didn’t read western musical
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notation, and (2) African cultures tend to use social relationships, animals, or physical
properties of musical instruments to metaphorically describe differences in pitch, not
verticality.65 Just as high/low and thick/thin emerge from the same prelinguistic conceptual space, it is possible that sauwata and eternal ascent have their own shared space. And
so, a new metaphor is the mode of survival for an old cultural practice. n
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